WE HOPE YOU SAVED THE DATE!

We hope you saved the date to join us at the 2010 SEC-AAAE Annual Conference to be held in Memphis, Tenn. April 18-21, 2010. If you didn’t, it’s not too late!

Conference Information—Come join us April 18-21, 2010 in Memphis, Tenn. For a spectacular conference and enjoy the Host Event at the Stax Museum of American Soul Music. To register for the conference, go to the Chapter’s web site at www.secaaae.org, click on the registration information in the center of the page and register online. It’s just that easy!

Opportunities are still available for Sponsors and Exhibitors that generate interest in your company’s latest products, services, and the promotion of your business to the attendees. If you are interested in participating as a Sponsor or Exhibitor, please complete the Sponsor/Exhibitor form on the web site and forward it to the 2010 SEC-AAAE Annual Conference Committee ASAP! For additional information, feel free to contact Ms. Jacque Henson at 901-922-8075.

Dress for the Conference is business casual. Memphis’ average temperature this time of year averages in the high 60’s to low 70’s.

Hotel & Travel Information—The Conference will be held at the Memphis Marriott Downtown and Cook Convention Center located near “World Famous Beale Street” in downtown Memphis. To assist in keeping your travel expenses low, room rates are $165 per night for singles, doubles, triples and quads, additional person $10; and two bedroom suites are $450. For hotel reservations, call 888-557-8740 or 901-527-7300.

Drawings will be held for cash prizes for all attendees that registered and booked their hotel reservations by February 13, 2010.

For answers to all your conference questions, contact:

Scott A. Brockman, A.A.E.
Chairman
2010 SEC-AAAE Annual Conference Committee
Memphis-Shelby County Airport Authority
2491 Winchester Road, Suite 113
Memphis, Tennessee 38116-3856
901-922-8075
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Republic Parking System is a full service management company. In addition to offering traditional parking management, we also offer taxi starter, shuttle bus, valet parking, sky caps, and consulting services as well as capital investment and development. Republic Parking System manages parking operations at more than 60 airports and 600 urban locations throughout the United States.

We deliver the finest client and customer service in the industry by maximizing client revenue, providing value-added professional service, fostering employee training, growth and development and providing strong experienced leadership, and management while delivering stringent revenue control. Our main objective is to afford unparalleled value to the clients and communities we serve.

We manage your operations with great efficiency and economies so you can focus on your core skills: Aviation and all the activities in the terminal and on the airfield that make a great Airport.

Republic Parking System is proud to have managed the parking, shuttle services, and ground transportation services at Gulfport-Biloxi International Airport since 1999. In addition, Republic Parking System partnered with the Airport and the community to deliver capital, development and management of a turnkey project that delivered a new parking structure and total facility renovation.

"Republic Parking System stepped up to the table and worked closely with us to create a public/private partnership in designing, building and developing an entire parking facility for the Airport including an 800 vehicle parking garage. Their professionalism and commitment to the Airport and Community allowed us to save valuable bonding capacity for terminal and airfield projects by providing the much needed capital and financing for the project. I have worked with Republic Parking System for more than 10 years over the course of my 38 year career in airports and I highly recommend Republic Parking System because they deliver exactly what they promise on budget and on time."

Bruce Fralic, A.A.E., Executive Director
Gulfport-Biloxi International Airport
Failed proposal draws backlash
Myrtle Beach Sun News
Members of the Greenville-Spartanburg International Airport Commission couldn't be reached for comment Thursday about the issue. ... See all stories on this topic

Nashville to offer direct flights to other Music City, Branson
The Tennessean
"We think there is a synergy between Branson and Nashville," said Jeff Bourk, executive director of the Branson Airport. "A lot of people in this area go to ... See all stories on this topic

New Northwest Florida Beaches International Airport will be a gateway to ... Examiner.com
The airport's name change gives it's a regional identity that is vital in order to airlines that are considering using it the near future. ... See all stories on this topic

JetBlue to Inaugurate Reagan National Service in November
Sun Gazette
JetBlue already serves Washington Dulles International Airport, where it is the number-two carrier behind dominant United Airlines and its regional partners ... See all stories on this topic

Louisville International Airport getting money for expansion
WHAS 11.com (subscription)
by Mike Whitlow (WHAS11)-More than 9.3 million dollars in federal funding is coming to Louisville International Airport for expansion! ... See all stories on this topic

Mobile gets grant to hire firefighters
WALA-TV FOX10
(WALA) - Mobile's newest fire station next to the Regional Airport is more than half complete. Thanks to a multi-million dollar federal grant, ... See all stories on this topic
The information contained in this newsletter is for general information purposes only. The information is provided by the Southeast Chapter of the American Association of Airport Executives and while we endeavor to keep the information up to date and correct, we make no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, about the completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability with respect to the website(s) noted herein or the information, products, services, or related graphics contained in the newsletter or on the website(s) noted for any purpose. Any reliance you place on such information is, therefore, strictly at your own risk.

In no event will the Southeast Chapter of the American Association of Airport Executives be liable for any loss or damage including without limitation, indirect or consequential loss or damage, or any loss or damage whatsoever arising from loss of data or profits arising out of, or in connection with, the use of this newsletter.

Through this newsletter you are able to link to other websites which are not under the control of the Southeast Chapter of the American Association of Airport Executives. We have no control over the nature, content, comments, language and availability of those sites. The inclusion of any links does not imply a recommendation or endorsement of the views expressed within any links.

The Southeast Chapter of the American Association of Airport Executives is confident every effort is made to keep the website(s) noted herein up and running smoothly; however, The Southeast Chapter of the American Association of Airport Executives takes no responsibility for, and will not be liable for, the website(s) being temporarily unavailable due to technical issues beyond our control or links that have expired, are disabled or misdirected.


Obama Can't Find TSA Leader That's Not Corrupt Or Under Investigation
America's News Online (blog)
Since Obama took office, the TSA has not had a director approved by the Senate. In airline parlance, they are in a “holding pattern”. A TSA veteran employee ...
See all stories on this topic

TSA Letter Confirms Naked Body Scanners Transmit Images
Prison Planet.com
The Associated Press reports TSA workers cannot save scanner images. The TSA admits, however, that the machines are capable of saving and transmitting images ...
See all stories on this topic

Zero in on the right solution.

- Engineering
- Construction Administration
- Planning
- Environmental Assessments

Delta Airport Consultants, Inc.
www.deltaairport.com
Masters guests arrive in Augusta
NBC Augusta
Augusta Regional Airport was pretty busy Sunday as many from all around the world were flying in, to get there chance to get the true Masters experience. ...
See all stories on this topic

When checking valuables, it's flyer beware
Boston Herald
“If you look at the lines of responsibility, they are fairly blurry between the airline and the TSA,” said Christopher White, spokesman for AirTran Airways. ...
See all stories on this topic

TSA Announces Senior Leadership Changes
AviationNews.net
In a memo to TSA employees, TSA Acting Administrator Gale Rosides announced a series of changes in TSA senior leadership today. Keith Kauffman, who has been ...
See all stories on this topic

FAA Issues Update To Controller Workforce Plan
AviationNews.net
FAA has issued its fifth annual update to the agency's air traffic controller workforce plan. The report incorporates changes in air traffic forecasts, ...
See all stories on this topic

TSA Aims to End Racial Profiling, Turns to More Effective System
BrickHouse Security Blog (blog)
The Transport Security Administration (TSA) announced that it will no longer be profiling people based on what they look like and what country they're from. ...
See all stories on this topic
The TSA's Full-Body Scanners Finding More Drugs Than Explosives
Jaunted
This concerns some people as drugs aren't bombs, and the TSA might be infringing on some constitutional rights. Obviously there are some things that are ...
See all stories on this topic

Security upgrades could delay fliers at Charlotte airport
USA Today
CHARLOTTE (AP) — Airline travelers in the Carolinas should expect longer waits as security is upgraded at Charlotte-Douglas International Airport. ...
See all stories on this topic

Attorney: Tampa airport officials improperly OK'd over 300 permits
Tampa Tribune
... on variances that may have met FAA rules but didn't comply with an individual airport's height rules, a violation of the authority's regulations. ...
See all stories on this topic

US Muslims, Sikhs welcome change in airport security screenings
Ecumenical News International
Muslim and Sikh groups have praised the Transportation Security Administration in the United States for rolling back screening rules on passengers arriving ... See all stories on this topic
Success should be a non-stop pursuit.

At URS, we believe that when you put your experience to work, you uncover solutions that move people forward. Today, as the requirements of the air transportation business continue to grow and change, our ability to help our customers meet their goals across all aspects of a project’s life cycle is unmatched. Which is why, whether it’s a terminal expansion, a runway, communications and security systems or landside improvements, more people are turning to us to get it done. We are URS.
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URSCORP.COM
TSA To Take On All Domestic Carrier Watchlist Matching By June

By Jay Boehmer APRIL 06, 2010 -- The US Transportation Security Administration is on track to assume watchlist matching from all domestic carriers by the ... See all stories on this topic

American Eagle Airlines Launches Nonstop Jet Service Between Pensacola, Fla ...

CNNMoney.com (press release)
... the regional affiliate of American Airlines, today launched nonstop jet service between Pensacola Gulf Coast Regional Airport (PNS) and Miami ... See all stories on this topic
Simple and reliable has always been a good way to go.

At Regions, we know our customers want a banking experience that’s personal, helpful and secure. And when you bank with us, that’s exactly what you’ll get. We’re dedicated to sound banking practices that are effective in any environment – so you can reach for your goals with more peace of mind. Most of all, we’re dedicated to putting you first. Come see what over 8 million customers across 16 states have already discovered – with Regions, it’s time to expect more.

1.800.regions | regions.com
FAA Gives Pilots Who Suffer From Depression Permission to Fly On ...

The Federal Aviation Administration will let some pilots who take four popular antidepressants return to the skies, saying Friday that it is easing its long-standing ban on psychiatric medications. The old policy stemmed in part from ...

Kevin Trudeau Show - http://www.ktradionetwork.com/

New Flights for Charleston's Airport

WCIV

Anyone who has flown recently knows the planes are filling up,” said David Jennings, Chairman of the Charleston County Aviation Authority said. ...

See all stories on this topic

Branson flight deal crashes before lift-off

Terre Haute Tribune Star

The Terre Haute International Airport Authority has been notified that the Branson Airport has cancelled all flights from Terre Haute, effective immediately ...

See all stories on this topic

Ex-JIA CEO's Business Trips In Question

WJXT Jacksonville

The man who led the Jacksonville Airport Authority for about 13 years is facing scrutiny over his work while in Jacksonville. ...

See all stories on this topic